WHAT MARCEL DUCHAMP TAUGHT ME

CHARMING BAKER   BARTHOLOMEW BEAL
PETER BLAKE   ROB AND NICK CARTER
DANIEL CHADWICK   CEDRIC CHRISTIE   OLIVER CLEGG
SUSAN COLLIS   MICHAEL CRAIG-MARTIN
MARTIN CREE   MARCEL DUCHAMP   MIRIAM ELIA
JUDITH FEGERL   CEAL FLOYER   NANCY FOUTS
PAUL FRYER   KENDELL GEERS   COLIN GLEN
RICHARD HAMILTON   GRAHAM HUDSON   HENRY HUDSON
SHELLEY JAMES   ANNIE KEVANS   IDRIS KHAN
JOSEPH KOSUTH   JANET LAURENCE   CHRIS LEVINE
JULIETTE LOSQ   DAVID MACH   ALASTAIR MACKIE
HARLAND MILLER   ANNIE MORRIS   STEPHEN NELSON
TIM NOBLE AND SUE WEBSTER   NON ZERO ONE
ANGELA PALMER   CORNELIA PARKER   NIK RAMAGE
MAN RAY   ALEXANDER SETON   CONRAD SHAWCROSS
DAVID SHRIGLEY   GERALDINE SWAYNE   JAMES THURGOOD
GAVIN TURK   KEITH TYSON   JONATHAN YEO

THE FINE ART SOCIETY CONTEMPORARY

10 October – 5 November

148 New Bond Street   London W1S 2JT   www.faslondon.com
Monday – Friday 10 am – 6 pm    Saturday 12 – 5 pm